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Hydroforming process is largely used for the production of tubular parts in various
industries, and has advantages such as less weight, higher quality, more strength
and fewer production cost compared to the conventional methods of production.
The aim of this study is forming a tube-shaped part with a special geometry that
has both bulge- and T-zones with tube hydroforming process. The forming
operations were performed on 304 stainless steel and 70/30 brass tubes, and a finite
element (FE) model was used to achieve the best forming conditions. To validate
FE model, firstly, several experimental tests were performed with different process
parameters, and then the results were compared with the FE model in terms of the
formed profile and the distribution of thickness. After validation of FE model,
various pressure paths were studied and the best one between them was chosen.
Finally, the part was formed correctly by the selected pressure path without defects
like wrinkling or tearing, and the desired geometry was fully filled.
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1. Introduction

The needs for the structures with high strength and low
weight cause to use light and robust alloys and new
manufacturing method which one of them is Hydroforming
(HF). Advantages of HF contain the possibility of decreasing
the production steps, increasing the strength to weight
ratio, increasing dimension accuracy and tightening the
tolerances [1, 2].2
Hydroforming process divided into two main branches: sheet
hydroforming (SHF), which produce planer metal part with
complicated shape, and tube hydroforming (THF), which use
for production tubular components. In SHF process, sheet is
formed in the cavity with pressure of fluid and actually is
stamping process with a soft punch (fluid). Some advantage
of SHF is deeper drawing ratio, higher quality of final
product and smoother thickness distribution. In THF process,
the raw material is tube and depending on the shape of the
mold cavities whole or parts of the tube perimeter were
formed. Usually in THF process divided into two types [37]:
1- Forming that occur in whole section
simultaneously, like changing the tube section from

the circle to square or polygon and producing
stepped tube.
2- Forming that occur in a portion of the tube, like
producing X-shape and Y-shape joints.
The main challenge in THF process is the production of parts
without any defects like tearing, severe thinning and
wrinkling. Affecting parameters in THF process contain the
dimension of the primary tube (diameter, thickness, length,
etc.) and genre of the tube (properties, formability, cost, etc.).
Axial displacement and fluid pressure have the most
important role in the defects controlling [4].
In many studies, the finite-element (FE) model which
validated with the experimental results was used to find
optimal pressure and axial feed, and it has been shown that
the best pressure path for various tube geometries and sizes
is different [2]. One of the advantages of using the FE model
is identifying areas that are susceptible to damage, such as
corners, where thinning or wrinkling may occur, and then
take preventive actions in these areas [8, 9]. Different
methods such as genetic algorithm [10], fuzzy logic [11],
multi-objective optimization [12, 13], etc. have been used to
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optimize the pressure path. In all of these methods, attempts
are made to optimize the procedure of the operation.
Typically, several factors, such as minimum wall thickness,
perfect formation of corners and lack of defects, are used as
criteria for selecting optimal conditions [5, 7, 14, 15].
Previous researches have investigated the effect of various
factors such as geometry, material, coefficient of friction,
strain hardening and anisotropy on the complete formation
and the distribution of the final thickness [16-22].
In this study, production of an asymmetric and combinatorial
geometry of T-way and bulging with THF was studied. The
shape of the part creates some limitation in process
parameters, and therefore, material flow controlling in the
middle sections of the tube was very complicated. A simple
and approximate but high-precision method, based on the
finite-element simulation, was used to find the appropriate
pressure path, and the results after the production of the part
with the selected path showed that this method is accurate
enough.

increased. This step was done without any axial
displacement. In forming step, the pressure was increased
and axial feeding applied, simultaneously. Accurate
formation of T-zone (TZ) needs counter punch but in this
case for limited material flow, it was no needs to movable
counter punch and so, it was fixed. Figure 2 shows a
schematic pressure path.

Figure 2. schematic pressure path, step 1(calibration): increasing internal
pressure without axial feeding, step 2 (forming): increasing internal pressure
with axial feeding simultaneously; (P1: first step pressure, Δ: displacement
of punches, P2: maximum pressure).

2. Materials and methods
Process introduction

The calibration pressure was applied to prevent stretching in
the bulge zone (BZ) during the forming stage, and its amount
(P1) was obtained from FE simulation. The TZ had a smaller
area than BZ and hence, higher pressure was needed.
Forming pressure (P2) was calculated through an
approximate simulation-based approach, which is described
below.

The target piece of this study was a combination of bulged,
and T-shape tube and Figure 1 show its view and dimensions.
Special geometry and limitation of material flow in middle
section of the tube were caused that proper choosing of the
pressure path be critical for complete forming and
appropriate thickness distribution in two portions.

Figure 3. (a) CAD view of formed tube and molds, (b) axial
punches and (c) manufactured molds.
Tube materials

The ways to compensate material flow constraints in the
middle section of the tube were increasing the pressure and
axial loads. Increasing the pressure may cause severe
thinning or tearing the tube; hence, complete formation of
this piece may be impossible on some materials; therefore,
the forming operation was done on ASTM SS304 (1.5 mm
thickness) and 70/30 brass (1 mm thickness) tubes, which
had high formability. The chemical compositions of tubes are
shown in
Figure 1. views of the target tube after forming process with its
dimensions (all numbers are in millimeters).

Table 1.

The forming process was included two steps: calibration and
forming. In calibration step, after inserting the tube in the
mold and sealing operation, fluid entered and its pressure
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Table 1. chemical composition of stainless steel (SS304) and 70/30 brass tubes [23, 24].

SS304

element
percentage

Cr
18.8

Ni
8.3

C
0.07

P
0.035

70/30
brass

element
percentage

Cu
69.8

Zn
30.095

Fe
0.048

Sb
0.057

S
0.027

Si
0.63

Fe
Base
element

Annealing was performed on tubes to increase the formability. This process was done for steel tubes by holding them for 90 minutes
at 950 °C, and then cooling them in the air. Brass tubes were kept at a temperature of 530 °C for 90 minutes and then cooled in the
furnace. Argon vacuum furnace was used for brass tubes annealing.

2.3 Mold and its component

Mold containing two stationary plates that fix together with
bolts. After fixing mold, sealing was performed for axial and
counter punches with O-rings. CAD view of formed tube and
molds, axial punches and manufactured molds are shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 4. CAD model of tube and mold in ABAQUS software.

2.4 FE simulation

Model type for mold and tube was considered rigid and
deformable, respectively; and mold was modeled as a shell
to reduce the run time. Length and diameter of the tube were
modeled in real size (165 mm and 38.1 mm). A reference
point was assigned to mold and counter punch for boundary
conditions definition. Mechanical properties of the tubes
such as density, elastic and plastic parameters, was applied
according to
Table 2. Model was supposed isotropic and so it obeys from
𝜎 = 𝜎𝑦 + 𝐾εn equation.

Finite-element modeling and simulating process were carried
out by ABAQUS commercial software and because of
symmetry about one plane, half of mold, tube and punches
were modeled that seen in Figure 4. Axial movement of
punches was considered with edge displacement of the tube
ends which will be described in the boundary condition.

Table 2. mechanical properties of SS304 and 70/30 brass [23, 24].

SS304
70/30 brass

𝝆
(Kg/𝐜𝐦𝟑 )

E (GPa)

𝝂

𝝈𝒚 (MPa)

n

K (MPa)

7900
8550

196
150

0.3
0.375

205
130

0.688
0.49

1400
895

by creating a motion on the edges of the tube, and the control
of these movements was carried out with the maximum

Dynamic explicit analysis was selected for this process that
is suitable for a large amount of strain. Since forming process
was done in room temperature, so tube was not sensitive to
strain rate, therefore, for reducing analysis time, time was
considered 0.0015. Finally, stress, plastic strain,
displacement and pressure were selected as the outputs.
Mechanical contact with tangential behavior and penalty
expression was set as the contact condition, and according to
previous simulation in HF lab, friction coefficient was set
0.14.
Fix and symmetry constraints were applied to the mold and
edge of the tube, respectively. Axial feeding was performed

displacement and amplitude management, which applied to
each end, separately.
Since the tube was solid, C3D8R (8 nodes 3D element) from
the explicit library was used to mesh it. Mold and counter
punch surface were meshed with R3D4 (4 nodes discrete
rigid elements) elements. The longitudinal and thickness
mesh size of the tube was considered to be 0.001 and 0.0006
mm, respectively. In addition, mold and counter punch mesh
size were considered 0.0015 mm. Simulation and running the
model, with various mesh sizes, was shown that these sizes
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3.1 SS304 tube

are appropriate, and the smaller mesh sizes only increase the
running time.

As mentioned earlier, the determinant parameters in the tube
forming process in this study were calibration pressure (P1),
maximum pressure (P2), left punch axial feeding (LAF) and
right punch axial feeding (RAF). The pressure P1 was applied
in beginning of the process for the calibration operation and
to create complete contact between tube and mold. In order
to prevent the wrinkling, value of P1 should be such that, the
tube yielded in BZ at the beginning of the punch
displacement. After performing several simulations, it was
founded that the pressure of 22 MPa is suitable for the
calibration of the SS304 tubes.
Empirical tests were shown that the tubes, at a pressure of
approx. 36 MPa, were torn from the weld seam; therefore,
the P2 was considered to be the equivalent value. Three tests
were performed according to
started moving simultaneously, while the pressure was
increased. The results were shown that in #1 and #2, when
the pressure reached to 36 MPa, the tubes were torn from the
weld seam, but BZ formed almost completely and no traces
of wrinkling were observed in the tubes. Higher axial feeding
was caused wrinkling in #3 in BZ.

3. Model validation

In the modeling process, a few tests were carried out under
different conditions, and then the FE model was run under
experimental conditions. Comparison of real and simulation
results with each other showed that empirical results confirm
the model's behavior. After the model validation, important
parameters like maximum pressure, pressure path, axial
feeding and their effects on thickness distribution and tube
complete forming (wrinkling or not wrinkling) were
investigated with simulation.

Table 3 values, to verify the simulation results; then, the
model was run with the same parameters. Figure 5 shows
simulation and experimental results for three cases.
At the time of forming process, firstly, the pressure of the
fluid was increased to 22 MPa (P1), without applying the
axial feeding, and the calibration was done; then the punches

Table 3. axial feeding values for No.1 and 2 punches in three experimental tests on SS304.

Test No.
#1
#2
#3

LAF
10mm
1mm
14mm

RAF
3mm
13mm
5mm

According to Figure 5, the simulation and experimental
results were very close to each other and the values of the T
height, diameter and profile of the BZ were also confirmed

this; therefore, these similarities were the reason for the
reliability of the model.

Figure 5. comparison between simulated formed profile and experimental results (a) test #1, (b) test #2 and (c) test #3.

The thickness distribution in the simulated model and the
formed tubes were compared to each other, and results are
shown in Figure 6. These results confirmed that the model
accurately predicts the actual behavior of the tubes. As
shown in Figure 6, the value of the thickness and its

distribution in the BZ in experimental and simulation results
were close to each other, but in the TZ, a little more
difference was observed; generally, the greatest difference
between simulation and experimental results, in the worst
case, was below 7%.
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Figure 6. comparison between simulated thickness distribution and experimental results; (a) test #1, (b) test #2 and (c) test #3.

3.2 70/30 brass tube
Brass has a lower yield strength than steel, and hence needs
less calibration and maximum pressures in forming process.
According to the steel tube procedure, performing several

sample tests was shown that the values of 10 MPa and 14.5
MPa are suitable for calibration and maximum pressure,
respectively. For simulation validation, two samples were
formed with different axial feeds and based on the above-

mentioned pressures; their specifications are shown in
Table 4 and the formed tube and the simulated model can
be seen in Figure 7.

A quick comparison of the formed tubes and the simulated
models indicates the behavioral conformance of the model,
and for example; one evidence is the bottom right corner of
the BZ in Figure 7-b, which was created due to exorbitance
axial feeding and can be seen in both images. The
comparison of the thickness distribution in the model and the
tube is shown in Error! Reference source not found., and
the existence of a maximum difference of 5% indicates
validation of the model.

Table 4. axial feeding values for No.1 and 2 punches in two
experimental tests on the brass tube.

TEST
NO.
#1
#2

LAF

RAF

3.5mm
25mm

0mm
1mm

Figure 7. comparison between simulated foamed profile and experimental results (a) test #1, (b) test #2.
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Figure 8. comparison between simulated thickness distribution and experimental results, (a) test #1, (b) test #2.

complete filling of mold corners. Value of the LAF and RAF
for SS304 tubes was 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm and 10, 13, 16 and 19
mm, respectively. Asymmetry in the shape of the mold
caused the difference in the axial feeds in both sides of the
tube. The reason for the lesser LAF than the RAF was the
lower need for material flow in the BZ than to the TZ. In
other words, the forming of the tubes was investigated at
three different pressure levels, that each level had two
distinct pressure paths, one for punch No. 1 and the other for
the punch No. 2. Investigating of value and quality of the
tube formability was carried out in various pressure paths
based on the full factorial DOE which resulted in 16 (=4*4)
different pressure paths. Finally, the best mode for tube
forming was selected based on thickness distribution and
complete filling of mold in the BZ and TZ. Various modes
are presented in

4. Results and discussion

The validated model based on experimental tests, which was
described in the previous section was the basis for finding the
optimal pressure path for the forming process; therefore,
different paths, based on full factorial design of
experiments (DoE), were investigated and the best path was
selected for each material.
4.1 SS304 tube

The maximum pressure before tearing for the steel tube, in
bulge test without applying the axial feeding was 36 MPa,
but since the presence of the axial feeding caused delaying
tube rapture, the forming processes were investigated for
three pressures of 36, 40 and 45 MPa. Criterion of the best
pressure path primarily was non-wrinkling and after that

Table 5.

Table 5. various modes of axial feeding due to investigation of stainless steel tube forming in various series of the pressure path.

Simulation run
No.
LAF (mm)
RAF (mm)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

4
10

4
13

4
16

4
19

6
10

6
13

6
16

6
19

8
10

8
13

8
16

8
19

10
10

10
13

10
16

10
19
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4.1.1 Investigation of various pressure paths

As previously mentioned, three P2 were used to form the
steel tube, where the pressure 36, 40 and 45 MPa, called the
first, second and third series, respectively. Figure 9 shows the
pressure path for the LAF and RAF in the first series.
According to Table 4, the model should be run in 16 different
modes and results can be seen in the appendix.

Figure 10. Left and right axial feeding in the second series of the pressure
path with callibration pressure of 22.5 Mpa and maximum pressure of 40
MPa.

In order to improve the filling of the mold corners, it seemed
that increasing the axial feeding will improve the situation,
but, with increasing axial feeding, the wrinkles appeared in
the samples. This state can be seen in #8, #11, #12, #14, #15
and #16 of the second series. In modes #7 and #10, the tube
filled the mold properly, and there was no wrinkling
(although corners were not completely filled in these cases).
The evaluation of axial feeding in these modes was shown
that the total displacement of the LAF and RAF was
approximately equal (22 for #7 and 21 for #10) and the ratio
of the LAF to the RAF was appropriate. The depth of the TZ
in the #7 was greater than #10, but non-complete filling of
the corners, as shown in Figure , led to the investigation of
the third series of pressure paths.

Figure 9. Left and right axial feeding in first series of the pressure path with
maximum pressure of 36 MPa.

The results of the runs were shown that in almost all cases,
there was wrinkling in BZ and TZ was not well filled. Among
all modes, in lower-feed samples (e.g. samples #1 and #5),
the BZ was formed better and less wrinkling was observed.
It was also observed that with increasing the RAF (e.g.
samples #4 and #8), the depth of the T was increased but
severe wrinkling was observed in the BZ. Finally, in any case
of the first series of pressure paths, the tube was not
completely formed.
Investigations in the second series were also performed like
the first series, except that in this series; the P2 was 40 MPa.
In Figure 10, four pressure paths of the LAF and RAF are
shown, where the possible scenarios of these paths will be 16
modes, and these runs also can be seen in the appendix.
In the first series, the axial feeding/increasing pressure ratio
was higher than the other two, and this was the reason for the
occurrence of wrinkling in all modes. However, in the second
series, for example, in scenarios 1 and 4, this ratio was less
and hence, not only any wrinkling was observed, but the
mold was also relatively filled. The negative point in this
series was the lack of complete filling of the corners and the
existence of a gap between the tube and the mold wall. This
situation can be seen in #5, #6, #9 and #13.

Figure 11. simulation results of non-complete filling of tests #7 and #10
tests in the second series of the pressure path.

The criteria for choosing the proper forming conditions were
the complete filling of the mold, the lack of defects such as
wrinkling and tearing, the greater height of the T and the
appropriate thickness distribution, and since none of the
modes in two previous series had satisfied all of these, the
third series with the maximum pressure of 45 MPa was
investigated. In Figure 11, the right and left pressure paths in
the third series are observed. Like the two previous ones, in
this series, the model was run in 16 different modes, and the
results are shown in the appendix.
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The simulation results of this series were shown that there
was no effect of wrinkling in any of the modes, and the filling
of the BZ was better and more than the previous two series.
In some modes of this series, such as #1, #2, #5, #6 and #9,
there was a gap between the tube and the mold, which two of
them are shown in Figure 12.
Unlike the mentioned cases, in the #11, #12, #14, #15 and
#16, the corners of the mold were completely formed, but
due to the large axial feeding, a gap between the tube and the
BZ wall was observed (Figure 13).
Figure 14 shows the four corners of the mold in the BZ for
the remaining modes (#3, #4, #7, #8, #10 and #13). The
careful examination of these images showed that except for
the #3 and #4, which were less filled, the others (#7, #8, #10
and #13) were acceptable and almost similar in terms of
filling and behavior.

Figure 13. view of non-complete corner filling due to low axial feeding in
#1 and #5 simulation runs.

Figure 14. view of corner filling value in #3, #4, #7, #8, #10 and #13
simulation runs.

4.2 T depth

In the T-shaped tube hydroforming the depth of the branch
can be more by increasing the axial feeding and creating a
proper material flow, but, in the specific geometry of this
study; the axial feeding from the BZ side was limited and,
hence, it was impossible to achieve the high depth of the TZ.
In addition, with increasing axial feeding, wrinkling appear
in some other areas (Figure 15). Forasmuch as the depth of
the TZ was limited, the counter punch was considered fixed
in the simulation and the forming process.
Considering the simulated images of the four selected
samples, as can be seen in the appendix, was shown that #8,
with a 6 mm LAF and an RAF of 19 mm, has the highest
depth of TZ.

Figure 11. Left and right axial feeding in third series of the pressure path
with maximum pressure of 45 MPa.

Figure 15. a sample of high right axial feeding and its tee depth and corner
filling.

4.3 BZ thickness distribution

Examination of the samples in terms of the distribution of the
thickness in the BZ was the final step for selecting the best
sample. The thickness distribution was extracted on the two
sides of the BZ, one on the TZ side, and the other on the
opposite side (as shown in Figure 16), and were brought.

Figure 12. view of non-complete corner filling due to low axial feeding in
#1 and #5 simulation runs.
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Figure 16. thickness distribution diagram of tests #7, #8, #10 and #13.

Performing a free bulge test on several tubes determined the
approximate thickness of the tube wall after tearing, which
was about 0.9 mm (Figure 17), and according to the diagrams
of thickness distribution of Figure 16, it was found that no
samples will not reach to tear. Therefore, it was found that
sample #8 had the least degree of thinning and the best
thickness distribution.

Finally, based on the profile of the formed tube, the depth of
the T and the BZ thickness distribution, it was found that the
sample #8, in the third series of pressure paths with the
maximum pressure of 45 MPa, LAF of 6 mm and a 19 mm
RAF, was the best choice for forming a SS304 tube with The
thickness of 1.5 mm.
4.4 70/30 brass tubes

The procedure of finding the best forming condition was
done for brass similar to the steel tubes. In this regard, the
investigation of different pressure paths was carried out for
the LAF values of 2, 4, 6 and 8 mm and the RAF of 4, 8, 12
and 16 mm and at two maximum pressure levels of 12.5 MPa
and 14.5 MPa. Lower values of maximum pressure in the
brass tubes forming correspond to its lower yield strength
and thickness. Finally, based on the full factorial DOE, 16
different forming modes were investigated at each pressure
level (totally 32 = 2 * 4 * 4Figure 17. tearing in weld seams in stainless steel tubes.

Table 6).

Table 6. various modes of axial feeding due to investigation of stainless steel tube forming in various series of the pressure path.
Simulation run No.
LAF (mm)
RAF (mm)

1
2
4

2
2
8

3
2
12

4
2
16

5
4
4

6
4
8

7
4
12
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8
4
16

9
6
4

10
6
8

11
6
12

12
6
16

13
8
4

14
8
8

15
8
12

16
8
16
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The pressure path diagrams for the first pressure level are
shown in Figure 18 and as is clear, in all paths, the pressure
was increased up to 10 MPa, until the calibration was
performed, and then the axial feeding and pressure were
increased simultaneously, in different paths. Diagrams of the

second level were exactly like the mentioned case with only
a maximum pressure of 14.5 MPa. Images of different
simulation modes for these two levels of pressure are shown
in the appendix.

Figure 18. Left and right axial feeding in first series of the pressure path with maximum pressure of 12.5 MPa.

The results of various modes of the model run at the first
level of pressure were shown that the maximum pressure of
12.5 MPa is low for the execution of the forming process.
The reason for this allegation is that in cases where the axial
feeding was high, for example, RAF of 12 mm or more,
wrinkling was observed, and in other cases where no
wrinkles occurred, the tube did not completely fill the mold.
Therefore, none of the modes of this level were provided a
satisfactory result for the formation of brass tubes.
The simulation results of the second level modes were shown
that in almost all cases, the filling level of the BZ was higher
than the first level. Among the reviewed cases, it was found

that in #4, #7, #10 and #11, the BZ was formed without any
wrinkling, and views of their corners are shown in Figure 19
for a closer look.
Investigation of Figure 19 was shown that in #4 and #7, the
formation of the BZ was good and the corners were formed
well, but in the #10, the corners were not filled well and in
#11, due to the large RAF, a slight gap was observed between
tube and mold, which was indicating that the tube was
exposed to wrinkling. The selection of the final choice from
the #4 and #7 scenarios were done based on the TZ filling
and BZ thickness distribution.

Figure 19. view of corner filling value in #4, #7, #10 and #11 simulation runs.

increasing of the axial feeding, despite increasing the depth
of the T, the wrinkling will appear in the tube.

4.5 T depth

Comparison of filling rate in TZ between the two remaining
samples was carried out using the displacement contour (U)
results, which are shown in Figure 20, and it was found that
the filling rate in #4 was greater than the #7. Based on the
similarity of the pressure variations in two modes, and the 4
mm greater axial feeding of #4 than #7 (16 versus 12), the
results were foreseeable. As noted earlier, with more
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Figure 20. determination of tee zone filling using the displacement
contour.

4.5.1 BZ Thickness distribution

The distribution of the thickness in the BZ on the two sides of the tube is shown in Figure 21 for simulated samples and after
running of the model.

Figure 21. thickness distribution diagram of tests No. #4 and #7.

Based on free bulge tests, which an example is shown in
Figure 22, it was found that the thickness of the brass tube at
the time of tearing is approximately 0.73 mm, so tearing will
not occur in any of the samples. The graphs were shown that
the thickness of the two samples was almost the identical, but
the thickness of #4 was a little more.
Comparison of the thickness between the upper and lower
parts of the BZ showed that the thickness of the part located
near the TZ was higher than the other part. This phenomenon
was occurred due to more demand for material flow from the
T-side, which this flow contributed to less thinning of the
tube, but in the upper part, as this demand did not exist, the
tube was thinned for complete forming.

Figure 22. bulge test undertaken on the 70/30 brass tube and tearing
occurred in thickness about 0.73mm.

4.6 Choosing best pressure path and healthy produce final
piece

The conclusions of the above items were shown that mode
#4 provided optimal pressure path and forming conditions
for a 1 mm thick 70/30 brass tube; these conditions were
included a maximum pressure of 14.5 MPa, an RAF of 16
mm, and an LAF of 2 mm, and by them, the desired profile
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was formed with appropriate thickness distribution and
complete mold filling.
In the specific geometry of this study, increasing the height
and improvement the filling of the TZ, were possible with
increasing the axial feeding or pressure. However, due to the
limitation in LAF (possibility of wrinkling), increasing the
pressure, after it reaches to the maximum, was the only way,
which an example of this for brass tube is shown in Figure
23, and the simulated model and formed tube can be seen in
Figure 24.

thinning, stresses were concentrated on the weld seam, and
tearing occurred from that region.
The results of various simulations were shown that for the
steel tubes, the calibration pressure of 22.5 MPa, the
maximum pressure of 45 MPa, the right and left axial
feeding of 19 mm and 6 mm were appropriate, while the
same values for the brass tube were 10 MPa, 14.5 MPa, 16
mm and 2 mm, respectively. Finally, a sample was formed
according to optimal conditions obtained from the simulation
process.
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7. APPENDIX

SS304 tube- first series of pressure path (No. #1 to #4 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- first series of pressure path (No. #5 to #8 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- first series of pressure path (No. #9 to #12 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- first series of pressure path (No. #13 to #16 of
table 5)
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SS304 tube- second series of pressure path (No. #1 to #4 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- second series of pressure path (No. #5 to #8 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- second series of pressure path (No. #9 to #12 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- second series of pressure path (No. #13 to #16
of table 5)
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SS304 tube- third series of pressure path (No. #1 to #4 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- third series of pressure path (No. #5 to #8 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- third series of pressure path (No. #9 to #12 of
table 5)

SS304 tube- third series of pressure path (No. #13 to #16 of
table 5)
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Brass tube- first series of pressure path (No. #1 to #4 of table
6)

Brass tube- first series of pressure path (No. #5 to #8 of table
6)

Brass tube- first series of pressure path (No. #9 to #12 of
table 6)

Brass tube- first series of pressure path (No. #13 to #16 of
table 6)
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Brass tube- second series of pressure path (No. #1 to #4 of
table 6)

Brass tube- second series of pressure path (No. #5 to #8 of
table 6)

Brass tube- second series of pressure path (No. #9 to #12 of
table 6)

Brass tube- second series of pressure path (No. #13 to #16 of
table 6)
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